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O Reilly Media, Inc, USA, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 234 x 178 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Building rich JavaScript applications that bring the desktop
experience to the Web is now possible, thanks to powerful JavaScript engines and the CSS3 and
HTML5 specifications. The key is moving state from the server to the client side, but that s no simple
task. This book takes you through all the steps necessary to create state-of-the-art JavaScript
applications, including structure, templating, frameworks, communicating with the server, and
many other issues. Through practical, tutorial-based explanations, you learn how to create
JavaScript applications that offer a much more responsive and improved experience. You ll work
hands-on with an example application throughout the book to learn the concepts involved. *
Explore MVC and how to best structure and manage dependencies inside your application * Get an
introduction to templating and data binding * Learn about loading remote data, Ajax Level 2 and
cross-domain requests * Use WebSockets and Node to create realtime applications * Accept
dropped files and upload data with progress indicators * Learn about major frameworks and
libraries, including jQuery, JavaScriptMVC and Backbone * Write tests and use the...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I have go through and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again again in the future. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of looking at a written book.
-- Miss Vernie Schimmel-- Miss Vernie Schimmel

The book is easy in study easier to comprehend. I have study and that i am certain that i will gonna read once again once again in the foreseeable future.
Your lifestyle span will likely be transform the instant you comprehensive reading this pdf.
-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski-- Dr. Jaydon Mosciski
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